in 1871 as part of the founding collection of the mathematician and mathematical historian Augustus De Morgan. The only academic text was William George Clark, John Glover and William Aldis Wright's recent ninevolume edition of the Works of William Shakespeare (1863-66), collated from earlier versions with notes and line numbering. This was joined after Harriet Grote's death in 1878 by Samuel Johnson's influential eight-volume edition from 1765 and Johnson and Steevens's edition of the spurious plays and poems from 1778, from the library of the classical historian and vicechancellor of the university, George Grote. 10 Grote had bequeathed his books to the university in 1871 subject to a life interest by his wife, and Harriet's withholding of the Shakespeare as a general cultural text after most of Grote's books entered the university in 1871 reveals that this scholarly edition was a text to be read for private pleasure, which in its new context would acquire an academic function.
Shakespearean holdings were thus considerably fewer than those held by the most relevant comparator, University College London, which included alongside Clark, Glover and Wright eleven collected editions of the plays and forty-one editions of groups of plays or single plays or poems (including spurious plays) in various eighteenth-and nineteenth-century editions as well as critical works. 11 Whilst Shakespeare had been a regular feature of the University of London curriculum since 1860, the central university existed purely as an examining body, and students were by no means the main constituency, such that no obligation existed to broaden holdings practically. 12 None the less, there was a sense that the Shakespeare holdings were capable of improve ment. By 1897, the final year of acquisitions represented in the university's next printed catalogue, holdings had increased to eighteen, mainly through newly published single editions of plays and through facsimile editions, which bore little relationship with the curriculum. 13 Thereafter, quarterly accessions lists show modest and sporadic acquisi tions, mainly of editions of single plays (eighty-six between 1906 and 1920): most intriguingly and distinctively, a scarce Portuguese translation of Hamlet from 1879, acquired in the first quarter of 1908.
14 The earlier acces sions lists have a heading 'Literature', which is where the few books about Shakespeare appear; editions of plays are mostly under 'Textbooks', or 'Education: Textbooks'. In a movement towards utilitarian acquisition, they are standard academic purchases or donations, and are newly pub lished edited editions of the plays, several of them in series such as the New Variorum Edition, The Century Shakespeare, The Oxford Plain Text Shake speare, the University Tutorial Series (the publisher of which was an assiduous donor), Israel Gollancz's Shakespeare Classics series, and The Elizabethan Series; some are by the University Presses of Cambridge and Oxford. Somehow, when the Teachers' Guild celebrated the tercentenary of Shakespeare's death in May 1916, the University Library was able to bring together an exhibition from its books and explain them to Members for the purpose. 15 The tercentenary with its spate of celebrations and publications marks a turning point. As Shakespeare's position as 'the greatest Englishman' was widely and publicly reinforced, 16 owning Shakespeare became a status symbol, bestowing significance upon the holding institution-particularly pertinent for the University of London Library, in view of recent attacks on the relevance of its very existence in a Royal Commission report of 1913.
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A definite desire to enhance Shakespeare holdings became clear with the disposition of the library of the London Institution, of which most of the non-oriental contents were divided between the libraries of King's and University Colleges and the University of London Library after the Institution's closure in Finsbury Circus in 1912. It was agreed in meetings of 7 May and 2 July 1917 that King's College London should have first choice of the Institution's Shakespeare holdings (apart from its seventeenth-century folios) and that University College London should have first choice of the rest of its English literature; the University of London Library was to have second choice of both sections. 18 In the absence of an up-to-date catalogue of the London Institution, it is difficult to gauge how much Shakespeareana was available for anyone; probably not much. 19 . 'Shakspeare's Plays, First Edition' was among the ten printed books advertised on the title of the sale catalogue; described merely as 'first edition, very rare', the book was sold as lot 936 on the fifth day of the sale to Longman for £41, the highest recorded price for the auction except for £47 5s realised for Thomas Harriot's (much rarer) A Briefe and True Report of the New Found Land of Virginia (1590).
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Whether or not the auctioneers were aware of it, the epithet 'very rare' was under the circumstances reasonable. Six years later this particular copy entered scholarly consciousness when James Boswell noted in the appendix to the 1821 Boswell-Malone edition of Shakespeare's works: 'In a copy now or very lately in the hands of Messrs Longman and Co, in Othello, p. 333, col. 1, top line, the words 'and Hell gnaw his bones,' are substituted for the first line of Roderigo's speech, 'I have heard thus much,' &c.'. 35 'Thomas Frognall Dibdin reiterated this 'remarkable variation' three years later in the census of Shakespeare folios in his Library Companion, a manuscript copy of which Durning-Lawrence kept on the same shelf as the Folios in his library. 36 Lee noted the reading in his census as one of just four copies in this state: a number increased to nine by twenty-first-century research. was much devoted to literary pursuits, and had, at an expense of nearly £10,000, collected a fine and well selected Library', 38 mainly in the final decade of his life, 39 of books from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, mostly in English, on travel, history, art and illustrated works, and some natural history as well as all kinds of literature. 40 Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge sold his library upon his widow's death on 10 November 1890 and the seven following days in 2,588 lots which realised £8,255 10s 6d. 'Shakespeare and Shakespeariana, comprising copies of the first 'four folios' and Halliwell-Phillipps' edition of the works', featured in the sale's title, the only editions to be thus high lighted specifically. 41 The First Folio, described again as 'EXCES SIVELY RARE', was sold to Sotheran for the unusually modest price of £115 (fifteen pounds more than Hartree had paid for it). 42 As there is no record of a subsequent sale, it seems reasonable to assume that it entered Durning-Lawrence's Library before his retention of invoices from December 1890. Why he did not purchase the Second Folio, which Sotheran bought from the same sale for £29, one can only speculate.
Durning-Lawrence used the Folios. His booklet The Shakespeare Myth (1912), arguing for Baconian authorship of Shakespeare's plays, claimed that 'A careful examination of the First Folio of 'Mr. William Shakespeare's Comedies, Histories, and Tragedies,' 1623, which are generally known as 'The Plays of Shakespeare,' will prove that Bacon signed the plays in very many ways'. 43 His argument hinged on the pages numbered 53, which had some allusion to bacon, 'hang'd hog', or other types of pig, and hence to Sir Francis Bacon, with some reference to the numbers 43 and 36. 44 In the same piece he commented on two pages numbered 53 and both including the word 'S Albans' as an allusion to Bacon in the Third Folio, and to the mispagination of page 55 as page 53 in Rowe's edition (without an explanation of what is on that page).
45 That Durning-Lawrence based his argument on his own copies is a reasonable assumption. 46 Durning-Lawrence was particularly proud of his Second Folio and its version of John Milton's 'Epitaph on the admirable Dramaticke Poet W. Shakespeare', the fourth line of which reads, 'Under a starre-ypointed Pyramid' (a variant of 'Under a starre-ypointing Pyramid'). In his Key to Milton's Epitaph on Shakespeare DurningLawrence argued that 'star-ypointed pyramid' referred to a pyramid with a star on its apex, or a beacon (pronounced 'bacon') and hence indicated Baconian authorship of the plays; copies of the Second Folio containing this page had, he believed, been issued 'only to those to whom Bacon's secrets had been entrusted'. 47 The University of London regarded the highlights of Durning-Lawrence's 'Baconian' library as clearly Shakespearean. Of the seven specific titles named in the initial, brief description of the collection in Library Committee minutes of 1929, the first four are the Shakespeare folios. 48 A more detailed description of two and two-thirds printed foolscap pages in the annual report for 1931, the year in which the collection arrived at the university, comprises a list of titles, sometimes with elucidation. 49 Once again the folios, although not given absolute supremacy, are close to the top of the list:
In addition to many other first editions and bibliographical treasures and an extensive collection of works on the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy, it contains a number of books printed before 1500, making a notable addition to the collection of incunabula already in the University Library; a fine set of the first four folio editions of Shakespeare's Works, the first with a rare irregular reading in 'Othello' known only in three other copies ….
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Most of the description is devoted to an enumeration of original and early editions of other Elizabethan, Jacobean, and Caroline authors. The Library's clear Shakespearean interest is apparent from the glosses explaining the Shakespearean relevance of fifteen of the titles (sources, allusions, Six years later, the Library Committee was still opportunistically reinforcing the point. 55 The presence of the nucleus of a Shakespearean col lec tion also influenced the nature of description of other collections. When the deposit of the Harry Price Library of Magical Literature began in 1936, second in the list of significant titles highlighted in that year's annual report At 9 am the loading of the packed cases and the dismantled shelving on to the vans was commenced at the Stronghold in Chancery Lane and the first van-load arrived at the University building at 10 am. At the same time the folio Shakespeares were brought in a taxi by two members of the Library Staff. 57 Public interest in the First Folio emerges in the emphasis of press coverage of the move, concerning which an article in the Daily Telegraph has a subheading: 'First Folio Shakespeare', above the paragraph: 'In addition to the Goldsmith's [sic] Library, another 50,000 works of various kinds will also be moved in the first stage of the change over. Among these are many works of great value, including a first folio Shakespeare'. 58 Wartime precautions were noted: 'the rarest books, including the first four folios of Shakespeare, were packed in metal boxes'; the boxes were battered in an air raid on 16 November 1940, but the contents were undamaged. 59 The Sterling Shakespeare An enormous boost in Shakespeare holdings came with the acquisition of the Sterling Library. Sir Louis Sterling (1879-1958) was the managing director of the phonograph company EMI, an industrialist and a philanthropist who had emigrated from America in 1903. An avid 'high spot' book collector, he accrued about 4,500 first and fine editions of English literature from the medieval period onwards, which he wanted to give to London in gratitude since London had been good to him. 60 70 Luther Farnham published a description of Gray's library in 1855, by which time it was thought to contain almost four thousand volumes, with its strengths in English and French, and the Shakespeare folios were the first items to be enumerated in a brief list of his rare and valuable books. 71 That Gray was prepared for his library and his possession of Shakespeare folios to be publicly known (and hence, presumably, used by others) lends credibility to Cohn's theory, although it is also possible that Peabody used a First Folio belonging in 1836 to the Boston banker Samuel Parker (b. 1773), 72 or the 1807 facsimile of the First Folio. 73 The folios re-entered English consciousness on 11 February 1935, when an article in The Times declared their sale on 5 March by Sotheby's, ideally as a set, but singly if the reserve were not to be reached. 74 The reason for their sale in England, as explained in the Times Literary Supplement of 21 February 1935, was the sense that the market was wider there than in the United States. 75 The writer adds: 'the sentimentalist will hope that these four folios will stay'. The folios, lots 349-52, were advertised prominently in capital letters on the title of the catalogue as 'a very desirable set'. 76 On 6 March The Times again reported: 'It is a rare event for a set of the first four Folio editions of Shakespeare's Plays to be offered in one lot in the sale room, and there was consequently a good gathering at Sotheby's rooms yester day'.
Professional buyers, however, displayed little enthusiasm, probably because the chief volume in the set, the copy of the First Folio, measuring only 12½ × 8 inches, lacked both the title and leaf of verses, and had six leaves supplied from a slightly smaller copy. The bidding opened with an offer of £500 from Mr W. H. Robinson, of Pall Mall, who, finding little opposition apart from the 'book', secured the set for £3,100.
77
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Robinson had presumably been bidding on behalf of Sterling, who bought the set from him later that month for £3,500. 78 The Second Folio (STC 22274) shows some indication of early reading, the table of contents having been paginated in brown ink. As noted in the sale description, the folio contains the first setting of the 'effigies' leaf, with the line in Milton's poem so beloved by Durning-Lawrence, 'Under a starre-ypointed Pyramid?' (Mars ham's copy has 'starre-ypointing').
Acquisition of the Sterling Library
Sterling offered the University his collection in 1944: a gift which, unlike and because of the Durning-Lawrence bequest, would build upon an existing strength. 79 The initial description of his library in Library Committee minutes named the Shakespeare folios and quartos among the particularly alluring items. 80 The University subsequently demurred about accepting such a large collection, hesitant about the space required and querying the appropriateness of the gift when copies of the books were already in the British Museum. The librarian, J. H. P. Pafford-himself a Shakespeare scholar-accordingly drafted an energetic memorandum to the University Court about the collection's academic and educational value, stating:
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The acquisition of the Collection would greatly strengthen the value of the Library to research workers in most fields of English studies: it would add to its already strong Shakespeare and Elizabethan section and greatly increase its value to the specialist in 17th to 20th century studies. And this would be by the provision of material which is precisely that which the University cannot afford to buy and precisely that which it is so difficult for the scholar to obtain. The 'literature' of English literature can, for the most part be bought or borrowed without great expense or difficulty. But it would be impossible for the University to obtain most of the books in the Collection, by any means.
He elaborated (pre-empting with his reference to facsimiles arguments that might be expected to arise half a century later with the surge of digital surrogates):
The value of the early editions is everlasting.
[…] If a university Library does not buy the important early editions it is simply because it cannot afford to do so, not because it does not want them. It must depend on the rare benefactor. The early editions of Shakespeare are an obvious example of the value of early texts. Much editorial work and textual study of Shakespeare is carried on in the University and this work is always likely to be active. For it the original First Folio and the quartos are of vital importance: no facsimiles can take their place. We already have one Folio (with some imperfections and variant readings): this is extensively used but a second would be of great value. Decisions on punctuation, broken letters, etc. can often be settled by a comparison of two copies. We have no Shakespeare quarto but there are three in the Collection.
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Sir Louis Sterling had established that the university could select what it wanted from his Library and leave the rest, but that what it took, it must retain in perpetuity. 83 Ultimately the university took his entire collection with that proviso. Previous descriptions of Sterling's books had invariably named the Shakespeare folios and quartos as particularly noteworthy items, and the university continued the pattern. 84 They are prominent in the brief descriptions of the collection in Senate and Court minutes; in the longer descrip tion in the University Library's annual report in 1957; and as the only items mentioned in reference to the Sterling Library in The Libraries of London. 85 Particularly noteworthy is the speech delivered by Sir Norman Birkett, Chairman of the University Court, upon the occasion of the opening of the Sterling Library by the Chancellor of the University, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother, on 30 October 1956:
From Chaucer down to the present day, practically not a great name is missing. There they are in all their splendour: Chaucer himself, in a wonderful early edition; the Shakespeare folios, a complete set-May I interpolate a word upon this interesting fact? We lose many of our national treasures to the United States of America and, whilst I have a great and abiding affection for many people of the United States of America, I think that I would prefer that many of our treasures stayed here. But what Sir Louis Sterling has done is not merely to stop some of them going, but he has been across there and brought some of them back; and the Shakespeare folios, the complete set of Shakespeare folios, is a perfect illustration. 86 
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After Sterling
The bibliographical interest Pafford showed in his draft memorandum urging the acceptance of the Sterling Library was genuine, re-emerging in 1958 in his examination of Sterling's Pavier quarto of King Lear. As early as its sale in June 1846 from the library of William Holgate, of the General Post Office, it had been noted of Sterling's copy of the 1619 quarto of King Lear: 'imprint repaired'. 87 When the volume was sold, alongside nineteen other quartos, from the library of J. T. Adams of Smithfield, Sheffield, the description was elaborated as: 'the date and one word of the imprint defective and restored in facsimile', a description carried over into Bartlett and Pollard's census of Shakespeare quartos (without personal verification) and thence into the printed catalogue of the Sterling Library. 88 Pafford queried the description of the imperfection with booksellers Lionel & Philip Robinson, from whom Sterling had bought the copy in June 1937 following the Harris sale the previous April:
Now when I was looking at the copy the other day I tried to see which word of the imprint was in facsimile but to my surprise I could detect no facsimile anywhere on the title page, either of a word of the imprint or of the date. The chain lines on the paper seem to be perfectly regular and the title page to be intact. Other members of my staff have checked this (including Miss Canney who compiled the Sterling Catalogue) and they all agree. The copy corresponds otherwise with the description in Bartlett and Pollard, but not in those quite important points. 89 At the same time, bibliographical concern need not have prevented Pafford from participating in triumphalism at the sheer quantity of Shakespeare folios that came following the Sterling acquisition. It marked the major turning-point in the University of London Library's significance for Shakespeare studies. Whilst several other libraries have two or more First Folios, 90 only eight libraries internationally have more than eleven copies of the four Collecting Shakespeare at the University of London 56 folios, according to an overview undertaken in 1990. 91 That Pafford thought numerically is suggested by his wooing of the Francis Bacon Society, whose library was deposited on temporary loan on 8 March 1950 and accepted on permanent loan in 1956. Alongside works on the Bacon-Shakespeare authorship controversy and editions of the works and of single plays of Shakespeare, mostly from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and most notable for the inclusion of a few school textbook editions, was a Shakespeare Fourth Folio given to the Society by William Parker Brewis during the War, about which the Librarian and the Society had corresponded concerning its valuation. 92 The volume lacked the portrait. Pafford went to some trouble to perfect it, approaching Birmingham Public Libraries and Shakespeare's Birth place for a spare copy of the portrait and, when they could not oblige, asking Methuen for a facsimile from their production. 93 Ultimately he had the portrait from the Durning-Lawrence copy photographed and bound in and the Bacon Society Fourth Folio rebacked, at the University Library's expense. 94 Relationships between the Library and the Society soured when in 1979 the Society, in an attempt to shore up its finances, removed the Folio, with nine other titles, for sale for £850 by Maggs.
Individual gifts and a string of purchases throughout the 1940s (mainly the later 1940s) and the 1950s, into 1961, supplemented the gifts of major collections. It is these, especially the systematic purchases, that account for the presence in Senate House Library of all the main academic eighteenthand nineteenth-century editions of the collected works of Shakespeare, and some minor ones: Pope, Theobald (the first and second editions), Hanmer (1744 and 1747 editions), Warburton, Capell, Johnson and Steevens, Rann, Malone, Chalmers, Ayscough, Bowdler, and, as one of the earliest purchases made with funding to augment the Sterling Library, the first printing of Rowe's 1709 edition, to supplement the second issue bought by DurningLawrence. 95 A little early criticism was purchased concurrently, with titles such as William Richardson's Essays on Some of Shakespeare's Dramatic Over the following years the lament became a leitmotif. 101 Perhaps as regards Shakespeare it did not matter, as the strengths had already been established. References to strong Shakespeare holdings begin with a relatively sober statement in the 1948 annual report: 'additions have been made to all the main special collections-especially to the Goldsmiths' Library and to the extensive Shakespearian collection of which the nucleus came with the Durning-Lawrence Library. The Shakespearian collection in the Library is now very good', a sentiment repeated in subsequent annual reports. 102 Publicly, the Library listed Shakespeare among the significant subjects within 'Special Collections' in its 1957 Users' Guide. 103 The highest praise was reached with J. H. P. Pafford's description of the Shakespeare holdings as among the finest in the country, as cited in the introduction to this article. Whilst the Library here asseverated its own worth, oblique external support, if, perhaps, more for the standard academic editions than the antiquarian holdings, comes from a Report of the Board of Studies in English from 1947: 'In English Literature the Library appears to be wellstocked with texts and critical works'-a triumphant reversal of earlier criticism (see introduction).
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The Sterling Library did not mark the end of Shakespearean-related gifts, although later acquisitions were bound to be anticlimactic and arrived unremarked within general notification of the collections to which they belonged: 253 twentieth-century books on Shakespeare and the authorship controversy from the estate of the pianist, composer and musical scholar Katharine Eggar (1874-1961), together with notes for a monograph she had been planning to write supporting the Oxford theory, given in 1962 and reported without elucidation or evaluation in the annual report for 1961-62; 105 four scarce Shakespeare titles printed in shorthand in the late nineteenth-century, part of the Carlton Shorthand Collection of an estimated 18,000 titles (given from 1957 onwards). In 1966 the actor-manager Karen Attar 59 and stage director Malcolm Morley's (1890-1966) collection of mainly nineteenth-and twentieth-century items pertaining to English and American theatre and drama entered the Library. The annual report for the year ended 31 July 1966 declared it to be 'an important addition to the already strong collections on the drama and the theatre already in the Library', with no further detail about its content. 106 Until now, editions of Shakespeare had mainly been early, academic, or fine; the Morley collection added a new facet by including the poor man's Shakespeare in the form of all thirty-seven plays printed in the series Dicks Standard Plays: plays in paper wrappers published weekly and sold for a penny each, each one 32 pages, with the text in two columns of 72 lines each, the body of each letter measuring one millimetre. 107 The retirement in 1967 of J. H. P. Pafford, who was known both for his interest in sixteenth-and seventeenth-century English literature and for his aggrandisement of the University of London Library, marked the end of Shakespearean collection-building, in antiquarian terms. 108 His legacy may be seen in a coda of an internal transfer in 2011, when Andrew Hussey, Dean of the University of London Institute in Paris, offered Senate House Library a collection of mainly twentieth-century imprints pertaining to drama which had belonged to the playwright, actor and theatre director Harley GranvilleBarker (1877-1946):
we feel the Granville Barker Collection would receive the care it deserves in Senate House's Historic and Special Collections, among other important Shakespearean collections. We therefore are entrusting Senate House with over 800 items comprising the Granville Barker Collection in order to further its intellectual and research potential.
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These include six illustrated plays of Shakespeare printed in limited editions by Ernest Benn in his series 'The Players' Shakespeare', with introductions by Granville-Barker. There are also Granville-Barker's copies of plays in the Arden Shakespeare series, eleven of which show signs of close reading. Endpapers and sometimes the title and half-title are covered with pencilled notes, while most pages contain annotations, ranging from caesurae within lines to comments connected with scansion, staging or with characterization. 110 These plays are eleven of the twelve (only Hamlet remains pristine) about which he wrote in Prefaces to Shakespeare, often used as guides to productions. 111 They may be regarded as the rough notes of 'the man most responsible for the shift away from the literary-historical approach to Shakespearian criticism to the theatrical approach that has begun to flower in recent years', his widely acclaimed works seen as being of great theatrical value as well as critical importance. 112 Most libraries in Britain with spectacular special collections pertaining to Shakespeare have acquired them from a single source, often a Shakespearean editor; and the world's most renowned Shakespearean collection is (albeit with many subsequent accruals) based firmly on the collection of one man, Henry Clay Folger. 113 The Shakespearean strength at the University of London is unusual for its multiplicity of sources, including a Baconian, and the dura tion of the development. Behind the major collectors are the guiding figures of Reginald Arthur Rye and J. H. P. Pafford, welding the books into a new unit. Whilst budgetary pressures ended the golden era of acquisition, it is perhaps no coincidence that the end was marked also by Pafford's retire ment. But by then, too, the combined academic and prestige value had been attained, value which could be enhanced only by as extreme an occurrence as a gift of early quartos. This article has traced the background of certain copies of culturally significant books in the contexts of their collections, the ways in which they have been treasured and used, and their impact on the institution in which they ended, examining in particular the Shakespeare Folios there in more detail than has been undertaken before. In 2013 the Bibliographical Society, the nation, and the world showed their appreciation of these books as cultural assets undiminished by widespread access to digital surrogates of other copies. Let us all guard, and prove ourselves worthy of, our treasures.
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